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Welcome to the new and 
improved (debatably) Ear-
wax. While the paper’s editor-
ships usually run a full calen-
dar year, last semester’s ‘Wax 
editor, the incomparable Aaron 
Charles Peer, is à travers le 
monde studying abroad—no 
doubt soaking up some beau-
tiful French sun, absorbing 
some beautiful French culture, 
and, knowing ACP, chatting up 
some beautiful French wom-
enfolk. As a result, you are left 
with me, your humble servant, 
Lenny, and if you will give me 
the honor, we can navigate the 
aural landscape hand in hand, 
experiencing the blissful world 
of popular music together. We 
will laugh, we will cry, we will 
mosh, we will boogaloo, and 
we will stand awkwardly in the 
corner wishing we had enough 
nerve to ask the pretty girl who 
sits behind us in English if she 
would like to dance. But most 
importantly of all, we will put 
on our musicology hats and 
speak our minds about our fa-
vorite (and least favorite) bands.

In the fall we will bring back 
the Ill-legal Downloads section, 
keeping you updated on the best 
new music from all around. In 
addition, we will be introduc-
ing some new online-only con-
tent, available exclusively on 
our fatherless stepchild of a 
website, the internet, found at 
http://fupaper.wordpress.com/
earwax. Check it out for music 
news, extra reviews, interviews, 
concert info, and articles on the 
Fordham music scene.

In this issue, Radiohead’s 
second most popular tribute 
band, Muse; British garage 
rockers The Horrors; and Hobo-
ken’s fi nest, Yo La Tengo, get 
the treatment. Also, as our main 
attraction, the title of King(s) 
of New York will be contested, 
with Long Island’s favorite sons 
Brand New going up against fl at 
brim enthusiast and Brooklyn-
born rap legend/pensioner Jay-
Z. Who will win? Keep reading 
to fi nd out, but one thing is for 
sure, this competition is going 
to be a Daisy cutter, with both 
sides having already proven 
they have the The Blueprint for 
success.

JAY-Z
The Blueprint 3
by Brigh Gibbons

Jay-Z’s  The Blueprint 3 
is the kind of album I’ve been 
waiting for since The Black Al-
bum came out in ’03. It’s an ef-
fort to bring about a change both 
in the music industry and in the 
direction hip-
hop is headed. 
Now, I’ll never 
knock anything 
Jay-Z puts out-
it’s above me 
and will always 
be fantastic. It’s 
not one of the 
Vol’s, but be-
cause of where 
Jay-Z is right 
now, (in the 
game) it shouldn’t be. He is still 
the same Jay-Z that deserves the 
title of “best rapper alive,” and 
thanks to work from producers 
like Kanye West, Timbaland, 
No I.D. (just to name a few) all 
the beats are tight, which is not 
at all surprising.

“What We Talkin’ About” 
is a bold introduction that sets 
the stage for a sick album. It’s 
his reincarnation. With lyrics 
like “I’m talkin’ bout music/I 
ain’t talkin’ bout rap/You talkin’ 
bout who’s hot/I ain’t talkin’ 
bout that,” Jay-Z is showing the 
entire rap community just who 
knows what’s what. He’s asking 
people to be real, a motif carried 
on throughout the record.

“D.O.A. (Death of Auto-
tune),” the album’s fi rst single 
has real guitars, real drum sets, 
and even real clarinets! It’s a 
raw track and probably the only 
song on the album on which 
Jay-Z gets a little intense. But 
he doesn’t try to be who he was 
fi fteen years ago; he is sitting on 
his throne, dropping knowledge 
on the music industry.

The best song on the record 
is “Empire State of Mind,” a 
self-glorifying chronicle of Jay-
Z’s life in New York City. If 
there’s one thing Jay-Z’s good 
at, it is reminding everyone that 
he’s the best rapper alive, and 
he’s original about it (probably 
why The Black Album was so 
successful in the charts). Alicia 
Keys’ voice during the chorus

BRAND NEW
Daisy
by JT Sweeney

Daisy, what a precious, frag-
ile fl ower.  Imagine a fi eld of 
daisies, swaying peacefully in a 
brisk breeze, maybe a sweet lit-
tle deer taking a peaceful sip of 
water from a small brook.  Now 
imagine the water has turned to 
gasoline and the fi eld has been 
consumed by a blazing inferno 
and Bambi’s mom is trapped! 
Oh yeah, and Thumper’s in 
there, too.  The new Brand New  
album is that inferno. 

Daisy is the fourth studio 
effort of Long Island’s own alt-

The sheer energy brought 
out in these songs may be off-
putting to some fans of the 
band, especially those that still 
see Deja Entendu as their best 
work.  However, if you’re look-
ing for Brand New to do what 
they do best, (that is, tear down 
whatever genre labels were 
placed on their previous releas-
es and put out an absolutely kick 
ass collection of songs) then this 
record couldn’t be more up your 
alley.  As diffi cult to digest as 
their previous works have prov-
en to be, this one might take a 
few spins before you get the feel 
for it, but trust me, the experi-
ence is worth the effort.

is superb,  compensating for the 
semi-cliché lyrics. 

The album remains pretty 
relaxed overall, which some re-
viewers have called “a loss in 
his edge.” But they’re not exam-
ining who Jay-Z is: He’s HOV! 
The guy calls himself “god” of 
the music industry. He’s the best 
rapper in the game. That being 
said, he doesn’t have to keep 

up the fi gure 
of Reasonable 
Doubt if he 
isn’t living that 
life anymore. 
He says it him-
self in “Empire 
State of Mind”: 
“I’mma up at 
Brooklyn/now 
I’m down in 
Tribeca/right 

next to DeNiro/but I’ll be hood 
forever.” His life in New York 
City is what made him who he 
is, but he isn’t going to pretend 
to still be living in the past. After 
all, he’s a business, man! Jay-Z 
can’t put out a bad record, and 
The Blueprint 3 is no exception. 

While some might call it 
tame or a loss of HOV’s swag-
ger, I call it maturity in a rap 
game that’s gone to shit. 

rockers, Brand New.   Known 
for their constantly changing 
style and sound, Brand New 
does not disappoint on this re-
cord.  The overall sound of 
their newest experiment, as far 
as infl uences are concerned, 
could be described as the re-
sultant offspring of an artifi cial 
insemination of their last album, 
The Devil and God Are Raging 
Inside Me, laced with Fugazi, 
Modest Mouse, and Nirvana 
DNA. 

To continue with my earlier, 
seemingly superfl uous meta-
phor, the album’s opening track, 
“Vices,” is the lightning strike 
that sparks the wildfi re.  It starts 
off with a serene, old-timey clip 
that lulls you in to a false sense 
of serenity and then blasts your 
eardrums out with the band’s 
loudest and fi ercest song to 
date.  The aggression contained 
in this album is by far its most 
noticeable attribute.  Along with 
the opening track, “Gasoline,” 
“Sink,” “Bought a Bride,” “In a 
Jar,” and “Noro” bring an inten-
sity in both instrumentation and 
vocals not seen from the band 
since… ever. Let me just say, 
the album’s a bit terrifying.  The 
fear this album evokes is only 
intensifi ed by the only “inter-
lude” on the album, “Be Gone.”  
The track is a twangy, uncom-
fortable minute and a half, dom-
inated by chilling and distorted 
voice-box vocals delivering an 
indiscernible message.  Unless 
you count dread mixed with 
panic as a mes-
sage. 

The re-
maining tracks: 
“Bed,” “At the 
Bottom,” “You 
Stole,” and the 
title track “Dai-
sy,” have a slow-
er, eerier feel to 
them reminis-
cent of most of 
the tracks on TDAGARIM, with 
a little more grunge. Lyrics such 
as, “at the bottom you’ll fi nd 
all my friends/they don’t swim 
cause they’re all dead” on “At 
the Bottom,” and “I’m a mouth 
that doesn’t smile” from the title 
track, and the reality-refuting 
lyrics to “In a Jar” highlight the 
eerie desperation felt through-
out the entire album.

THE HORRORS
Primary Colors
by Will Yates

When the Horrors came 
onto the British post punk/
garage rock scene two years 
ago, their debut album Strange 
House sounded like an angry re-
jection of British popular music 
standards. The album’s subtitle, 
“Psychotic Sounds for Freaks 
and Weirdos,” was chosen by 
two fans and though it might 
have been an ironic overstate-
ment, it accurately sums up the 
sound, image, and message of 
the band. The members have 
given themselves dubious stage 
names like Coffi n Joe and Spi-
der Webb and look something 
like the 1965 Rolling Stones 
line-up might look after an all-
night coke binge (plus eyeliner). 

Now, with Primary Colours, 
that image may be in question. 
Primary Colours comes along 
musically like a dense mystery, 
grinding and slouching around. 
They seamlessly morphed their 
novelty “dirty garage rock” 
band into a contemplative new-
wave one. On almost every 
track, what sounds to be an ap-
proaching crescendo of leather-
clad freak outs along the lines 
of the Strange House’s lurching 
single “Sheena is a Parasite,” is 

really a back-
ing wall of 
plinking synth 
and rumbling 
guitar, mak-
ing for an 
indistinguish-
able haze of 
n e w - w a v e 
noise. Not to 
say, however, 
that the group 
seems to have 

let any energy dissipate, but 
rather it sounds more like they 
have focused it. The slow-build-
ing, grinding guitar riffs offer an 
anthemic quality to tracks like 
“Who Can Say,” undoubtedly 
the album’s best song. While 
Tomethy Furse plinks out Kill-
ers-esque synth melodies, lead 
singer Faris Badwan murmurs 
about jealousy
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LITTLE DRAGON - FEATHER
http://www.myspace.com/yourlittledragon

With a population that is over 90% indigenous northern Euro-
pean, an isolated location, and a fairly insular culture, Sweden 
is better known as the land of tall blonde models, Vikings, and 
socialism than a hotbed of multicultural music. However, a quar-
tet of starry eyed twentysomethings from Gothenburg are doing 
their best to shatter those preconceptions. Led by Swedish born 
Japanese-American Yukimi Nagano, Little Dragon weave to-
gether a bevvy of infl uences, ranging from Prince to Kraftwerk, 
to make genre-bending electro-infused soul. The lead single off 
of their sophomore album, Machine Dreams, entitled “Feather,” 
is an icy affair, with shimmering synths swimming around Naga-
no’s sultry nuanced croons. The space between is on full display 
here, with  as much being said by what isn’t there as what is. Get 
on the bandwagon quick, these guys are going to blow up.

THE PAINS OF BEING PURE AT HEART - 
HIGHER THAN THE STARS
http://www.myspace.com/thepainsofbeingpureatheart

“The Pains of being Pure at Heart” released their new single 
“Higher than the Stars” in early September, and I’ve been listen-
ing to it on a heavy rotation since then.  The Pains’ new single 
retains the dreamy, blurred, yawn-like vocals of their Shoegaze 
roots while bringing a new, yet somehow perfectly natural energy 
to their music.  Bright synthesizers and upbeat percussion mingle 
with the familiar laziness I thought I had grown tired of.  “Higher 
than the Stars” comes off The Pains’ new EP of the same title.  
Give it a listen, or maybe several dozen; I’m willing to bet you’ll 
choose the latter.

WILDBIRDS & PEACEDRUMS – MY HEART
http://www.myspace.com/wildbirdsandpeacedrums

The fi rst single from the Swedish husband/wife, percussion/voice 
duo’s new album, The Snake, is one of the few songs on the al-
bum with a melodic instrument other than Mariam Wallentin’s 
powerful voice. Granted, that instrument is a steel drum, but it of-
fers a relative minor chord progression to ground the song. It’s an 
unlikely single, clocking in at seven and a half minutes and while 
more coherent than their other songs, doesn’t have any hook, per 
se. However, the song builds on itself, layering vocals and gain-
ing intensity over its duration, adding sweeping background vo-
cals and a harp strum in the song’s last minute, as Mariam beauti-
fully and painfully repeats the line “You see I’m lost without your 
rhythm.”

and betrayal. It would be hard to 
describe Badwan’s voice with-
out a mention of Ric Ocasek or 
The Cure—a deep, bored Brit-
ish moan that pleads and la-
ments while occasionally build-
ing to emotional heights. 

While the album seems to 
lose some momentum halfway 
through, by settling on rhythm 
guitar and electronic sounds 
drowning in feedback, it all 
sounds surprisingly consistent 
throughout. It certainly picks up 
at the fi nale in the title track and 
seven-minute single, “Sea With-
in a Sea,” which features plink-
ing meanderings and haunting 
echoes that could have been 
ripped from a Krautrock album. 
Dropped in near the end is “I 
Only Think of You,” a trippy, 
slow ballad with dramatically 
charged poetry: “As the fl ames 
wash around me/I only think of 
you/I only want to save you/but 
I don’t know what I can do.” 

All in all, Primary Colours is 
an album from 
a band that 
fi rst gnashed 
its teeth at the 
world and then 
sat back to 
think about the 
consequences. 
They may have 
lost a good por-
tion of loyal 
fans looking 
for an escapist goth-punk sound, 
(and it may be too early to pre-
dict their movements) but their 
new direction may just make 
them become one of the most 
talented, if not most original, 
acts from this generation’s pool 
of outcast freaks. 

Resistance has not a single sym-
phonic piece and there is not a 
fi fteen minute guitar solo (what 
Matt Bellamy was threaten-
ing fans with earlier this year).  
But even with the absence of 
those things the album is not 
particularly great either.  The 
fi rst single, “Uprising,” further 
kicks off the album.  While it 
does not have songwriting as 
impressive or singles as catchy 
as before, it works as a kind of 
pump-up anthem, with a chorus 
destined to be recited by multi-
tudes of drunken sports fans in 
bars for years to come.  It is fun 
on this level but does not work 
as anything beyond that, due to 
its baseness.  And while this is 
not particularly thrilling, it still 
provides us with more than a lot 
of the rest of the album.

There is a kind of mushy 
and frustrating familiarity that 
plagues the rest of the album.  
Muse has always borrowed 
heavily from their infl uences, 

but their ability 
to blend seem-
ingly antitheti-
cal styles of 
music together 
is their pri-
mary success.  
This ability is 
largely absent 
on The Resis-
tance, where 
they instead 

dive headfi rst into specifi c 
genres.  Their excessive inter-
est in hook-laden chamber pop 
turns the arrangement and lyrics 
of “Undisclosed Desires” into a 
Rihanna song, and their taste for 
the bombastic and synthesizers 
makes “Guiding Light” sound 
like something U2 might have 
written if they were a hair metal 
band.  And while they still mix 
and match musical styles on 
certain songs, the outcome just 
doesn’t seem right most of the 
time (the Eastern fl ourishes on 
“United States of Eurasia” are 
quite intriguing, but they are 
weighed down by the classical 
Eurocentric nature of the rest of 
the song).

The band does regain some 
of their footing on the second 
half of the album.  The rockers 
“Unnatural Selection” and “MK 
Ultra” come as breaths of fresh 
air because, although they re-
tain the rest of the album’s taste 
for hyperbole, they work within 
the confi nes of somewhat tra-
ditional rock 
band.  For most 
of the album, 
the band seems 
to have forgot-
ten that above 
e v e r y t h i n g 
else they are a 
rock band and 
should write 
songs based 
somewhat in 
that short lived tradition.  The al-
bum’s closing, the three-move-
ment mini symphony, “Exogen-
esis,” intriguingly premise and 
starts out with some promise 
before turning into the kind of 
neo-classical meandering that 
has already been done better by 
Moby and Radiohead.

MUSE
The Resistance
by Eamon Stewart

Building their reputation 
and fan base throughout Europe 
for most of the 2000’s, Muse 
spent most of their time as noth-
ing more than a whisper on our 
side of the Atlantic.  Although 
some forward-thinking publi-
cations began touting them as 
the next big thing in rock mu-
sic, the reception they received 
both commercially and criti-
cally about 2006’s Black Holes 
and Revelations was still utterly 
staggering.  Their far-fl ung in-
fl uences (classical, electronica, 
and heavy metal) struck a chord 
with millions, and suddenly they 
became the new kind of rock in 
both America and Europe.  So 
when the band headed back into 
the studio to record their follow-
up, far more people were inter-
ested in what would be coming 
out now rather than before.

The results, thankfully, are 
a little milder than what some 
of the rumors that were fl oat-
ing around during the recording 
process suggested. The 

It is hard to imagine that 
The Resistance wouldn’t have 
disappointed in some way.  It 
would be courageous if after 
producing such a massively 
popular album, Muse told ev-
eryone to piss off and took off 
in an entirely new direction. But 
instead of doing that, all Muse 
has done is pump up pre-exist-
ing elements in their music at 
the expense of the other, some-
times better, portions of their 
sound.  What you get as result 
is something that sounds fresh 
and periodically exciting but too 
familiar and fairly uninteresting 
most of time.  It’s nothing ter-
rible, but far less than what you 
hoped for.

YO LA TENGO
Popular Songs
by Bobby Cardos
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

“There will be some happy 
endings/There’ll be dreams that 
don’t come true” starts the lead 
in track, “Here to Fall” on Yo La 
Tengo’s 12th studio album. This 
may be the best way to sum-
marize the music of Hoboken’s 
Finest. Though the band has be-
come basically canonical during 
their 25 year career, their popu-
lar success has been happen-
stance, following the trajectory 
of making music they enjoy.

Thus, Popular Songs doesn’t 
fi nd the trio showing off any 
new tricks—which, given their 
already full repertoire, is nei-
ther a surprise nor a disappoint-
ment. Everything one has come 
to expect from a Yo La Tengo 
album is present: their own 
personal treatment of a various 
pop genres, and longer, jammier 
songs to fi ll out a compact disc 
to its capacity.

The album begins with the 
ominous, synth-laden “Here to 
Fall,” reminiscent of an aggres-
sive And then nothing turned 
itself inside out. The album re-
visits the somber tones from the 
2000 album several times, as in 
“By Two’s,” “I’m On My Way,” 
and “More Stars Than There Are 
in Heaven. Even some of the 

bouncier tunes, 
such as “All 
Your Secrets” 
and “Avalon or 
Someone Very 
Similar” use 
Ira’s unassum-
ing vocals to 
saddening ef-
fect.

The album 
is playful as 
well, best dem-

onstrated by “Periodically Dou-
ble or Triple,” a Mo-Town moti-
vated song in which Ira manages 
to reference both Marcel Proust 
and Judge Judy. “If It’s True” 
uses those similar infl uences, 
with string supplement, to sing 
about a couple struggling to fi nd 
answers both existential and do-
mestic, acknowledging the

seriousness (“The coast is never 
clear/The answer’s always be-
yond out ear”) while still keep-
ing in good humor (“Let’s make 
jam when 
life gives us 
a peach”), Ira 
and Georgia 
swapping lines 
and verses to 
keep the mood 
light. “Noth-
ing to Hide” 
bucks the M.O. 
in it’s straight 
and overdriven 
style a la I Can 
Hear the Heart’s “Sugarcube.”

Where Popular Songs 
shines, though, is in its longer 
pieces. The album is backload-
ed with them, offering three 9+ 
minute tracks as conclusion. Set 
up perfectly by “All Your Se-
crets,” “More Stars Than There 
Are In Heaven” builds on a 
two chord progression for 9 1/2  
minutes, ever intensifying with-
out overstating itself, without 
ever having to, continuously re-
turning to the lines “We’ll walk 
hand in hand,” an anxious state-
ment of commitment in an oth-
erwise tenuous and frightening 
world. “Fireside” noodles with 
itself on an acoustic guitar with 
reverb and airy ambivalence,

matching its title. Popular 
Songs closes with “And the 
Glitter is Gone,” a jam antithet-
ical to the rest of the album, the 

bass and gui-
tars overdriven 
and, like most 
louder Yo La 
Tengo jams, 
unconcerned 
with moving 
to different 
places, happy 
in their own 
space.

P o p u l a r 
Songs, like 

most YLT albums, is an enjoy-
able experience. It’s not entire-
ly essential, and it’s not their 
best effort. But Yo La Tengo 
continue to present themselves 
as humble musicophiles, never 
assuming perfection and, con-
sequently, never precluding 
themselves from another great 
album.


